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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.4 

 

General 

 AFOG-9QJK6P - The msg files were not deleted when you deleted a row in the E-mail log on the Activities 
tab that exists in several procedures. It’s possible to activate a question about sending e-mail from the 
Activities tab. The control of this was only made on the Setting not on the specific User’s setting.  

 FOHN-9QRC2M - The files for Custom Reports will be updated during installation, in order to work with the 
installed version. 

 SHYS-9R2JBT - The round off of weight in the Intrastat report didn’t correspond to the SCB guidelines. 

 AFOG-9QBD8R - Integration with Outlook didn’t work with the Customer- and Supplier activities. 

 AFOG-9QMHKD - Alt + D that activates Find procedure didn’t work properly. 

 AFOG-9NF9NJ - MONITOR didn’t save window position and settings from Settings | Customize when you 
close MONITOR or if you change user. 

 AFOG-9PAKLM - When the message "Connection was terminated" was displayed, several error messages 
were displayed if you had many procedures open.  

 MWIK-9PBBYH - If you get a reminder about a part activity and click on "Open" and close the Reminder 
window when data is loaded in the Update Part procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 AFOG-9CTK3F - Windows activated the installation program when another user than the user that installed 
the program on the computer logged on and clicked on the short cut for supplements. 

 JWEN-9GFDST - The online help is now displayed in Swedish when the user runs the Swedish or Norwegian 
version of MONITOR, for other languages, the English version is displayed. 

 AFOG-9K5CUD - The focus in the Logon window depends on what the user is supposed to do. 

 AFOG-9LKAH2 - The setting for maximized main window wasn’t saved if you changed user or company. 

Manufacturing 

 JWEN-9LNG2N - Empty pages were included in the printouts from the Manufacturing Order Log 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9QKGH6 - The date on the Delivery schedules – subcontract form wasn’t displayed in the format set 
on the supplier. The quantity displayed on the form was Planned quantity, but is changed to Rest quantity. 

 JLIN-9QLDN2 - A detailed Log will be created in the Preparation procedure when you change operation 
number on an existing operation. 

 JLIN-9QYC6Y - The block against negative balance didn’t work in the Comprehensive Reporting 
procedure if you reported quantity by the Info menu. 

 RDJF-9QYLB3 - The Order List – Manufacturing procedure didn’t display linked Customer orders if you 
had created the link manually afterwards. 

 JELA-9NLFCV - It was possible to use fields and buttons while you made an import/export in the Import / 
Export Preparation procedure. Then Reset Search Form could cause problems. 

 SSTG-9G2BVT - The Order List – Subcontract procedure shut down with a program error if you classified 
on Work center. 
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Purchase 

 ÖBRN-9BGG4W - When you used drag and drop to register an Invoice in the Register Suppler Invoice 
procedure, the exchange rate from the file wasn’t registered. 

 FPEN-9CJCCH - The alternative Set supplier as current / main supplier didn’t always work in the Add / 
Change Supplier procedure. 

 GÅNY-9GUCWK - News: The Invoice Basis (purchase) procedure now also displays deleted invoice basis 
in lists with the alternative Show All. 

 CSIG-9NYAND - Purchase orders of the type Crystal reports couldn’t display Your part number on tool rows 
(row type 9). 

 RDJF-9PWGMB - If the purchase order status was changed manually, no purchase limit control was made 
for the user. 

 JEDS-9QJKSX - If you pressed Cancel after loading an Order number in the Receiving Inspection 
Reporting procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 RDJF-9QKJ2X - If you changed delivery address to the company’s main address before you released the 
purchase order in the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure, the users default delivery address was 
printed on the purchase order form anyway. 

 JLIN-9QQHQ5 - There wasn’t enough space in the filed Your part no. on the Delivery schedule form. 

 KFTM-9QRJZ7 - The field Pay via in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure became incorrect if you 
created a new supplier by linking to the Update Supplier procedure. 

 JLÖR-9QSB8Q - It wasn’t possible to undo an Arrival reporting in the Undo Arrival Reporting procedure if 
the reporting was made to two locations with the same name, but with different batch numbers. 

 FOHN-9QTAXH - No information message was displayed in the Register Purchase Order procedure if you 
changed delivery period to the suppliers Vacation or a day that is not Fixed delivery day. 

 ÖBRN-9QUAPR - The warning message "Warning! Project number is entered on row {0} with Pos {1} for a 
part that is not purchased on project." even on order rows with row type 2 and 3 in the Register 
Purchase Order procedure. 

 JLIN-9QXAHL - The field Suppl. code blanket: in the Update Supplier procedure wasn’t translated to other 
languages. 

 ÖBRN-9R6JG6 - The field Order amount didn’t include VAT if you added a new row when you linked 
Purchase orders in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LAHM-9RLJ2R - If you created new invoice basis or added new rows in the Register Supplier Invoice 
procedure and had parts with Stock update and answered Yes about stock reporting, a program error 
occurred when the invoice should be Final coded. 

 SSÖG-9PHART - An order with revision on Parts lost its revision if an XML file was importer in the Register 
Purchase Order procedure. 

 RDJF-9NSGYL - If you had selected Today + lead time in the Setting "Default arrival date on order rows", it 
only affected the Part type Purchased in the Register Purchase Order procedure. 

 SSÖG-9GQL3F - The shortcut F12 to Part Info procedure didn’t work if you changed active row in the 

Import EDI Order Responses procedure. 

Sales 

 LREM-9QAKPY - Credit invoice forms in Poland could during certain circumstances display incorrect 
amounts in the section "After adjustment". 

 CSIG-9QEAMU - It was only possible to enter two characters in the field W-days between periods in the 
Register Service Plan procedure. 
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 FOHN-9QHJEZ - On the Cost types in the Basic data - service order procedure is a check box added for 
indicating which rows is of the type material. 

 FOHN-9QJDU9 - Default values for list type didn’t work in the Order List – Service procedure. 

 MWIK-9QMBMQ - Default values didn’t work on Part status in the Price List – Sales procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9QRGX5 - Invoices in foreign currency could sometimes be displayed with incorrect amount in the 
Invoice Basis procedure, compared with corresponding amounts in the accounting, sales statistics and the 

invoicing log. 

 SHYS-9QSKDM - Factoring export with the format 149 - CUSIN file to PayEx (invoice service) displayed 
incorrect Total in the file if it contained a Credit invoice with round-off. 

 JLIN-9QTCA8 - If you registered a Fictitious part on a Customer order and you had an alternate preparation 
on the Part that excluded all incorporated parts, MONITOR was locked and you had to re-start. 

 FOHN-9QUC53 - If you tried to copy Our order number in the Header after import in the Import EDI 
Orders procedure, Our order number disappeared. 

 LREM-9QXGEL - The Factoring company’s Bankgiro number wasn’t displayed on the footer on the 
Reminders. 

 CSIG-9QXHDN - It wasn’t possible to save any reportings in the Activity Reporting – Sales procedure. 

 LAHM-9QZHLS - Adjustments are made in the Factoring formats 148 - CUSIN file to PayEx (ledger service) 
and 149 - CUSIN file to PayEx (invoice service). VAT will be displayed with 2 decimals and with a full stop 
as decimal separator in the format 148 file. New tags are implemented to manage different PayEx invoice 
layouts for format 149. 

 CSIG-9R2DBF - It wasn’t possible to select on status 0 (Quote) in following procedures: Order List - 
Service, Resource Planning, Print Pick List - Service Order, Service Order Activity List and 
Authorize / Release Invoice Basis. 

 SSÖG-9R6HBJ - If Our reference’s e-mail address was too long, this caused a stop in the invoicing with 
Global Invoice. Now the e-mail address can contain 80 characters. 

 SSÖG-9R7CT9 - During Import delivery reporting in Pick list (adaptation119) it wasn’t possible to select 
another Warehouse for the Pick List procedure and get the import to use correct EDI-link. This error could 
occur when several EDI-links were registered for the different Warehouses. 

 JEDS-9REALW - XML import by drag and drop in the Registered Customer procedure incorrectly used the 
unit from the XML-file. 

 LAHM-9RHBCX - It wasn’t possible to print Delivery notes on orders created in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure. 

 JLIN-9RLHWG - Print Delivery Note (Delivered) only displayed the first character of the delivery note 
number of the form. 

 JLIN-9RPHX8 - The form Delivery note delivered had incorrect format on Printout date and Order date in 
the header. 

 FOHN-9CLBFY - When you selected the service Address label combined with the service Package ID in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure, the Shipment number will be taken from the number series for 
Shipment number instead of Package ID. 

 LREM-9M8FVC - During certain circumstances could the sales statistics with invoices in foreign currency be 
displayed with incorrect values. Minor differences could be displayed when you compared the coded value 
and the value displayed in the statistics. Adjustments are made to display the values correctly in the 
following procedures: Invoicing Log, Sales Statistics – Customers, Sales Statistics – Parts, Seller 
Statistics and Invoice Basis. 

 SHYS-9PGFX7 - Invoicing charge on invoices is moved and will be displayed above the row Total excl. VAT. 
Previously it was displayed below the text Total excl. VAT. 

 ÖBRN-9PMGNY - If you use the supplement Warehouse Management and printed an EDI invoice, only the 
Delivery note numbers to the current Warehouse will be displayed. 
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 FOHN-9PNFPB - When sending dispatch advice to goods receiver by fax, an error message was displayed 
and the printout didn’t have any footer. 

 MWIK-9Q5D8W - The heading for the forms for Blanket order – Sales and Blanket order – Purchase was 
previously both called just "Blanket order". Now there are two unique form phrases for these headings in 
the Phrases procedure. 

 JLIN-9L8GJD - When you created Parts, Services and Tools, the system always suggested Product group 1, 

even if it didn’t exist. Now the system will suggest the Product group with the lowest number. 

 FOHN-9NZD9Y - The information about which Delivery note/Order the shipment is, was reversed in the 
Dispatch Advice procedure when you sent Goods info to goods receiver. This error occurred if the 
Shipment was based on the Source of info Delivery note. 

 JLIN-9JTJDB - If you had linked Setup price on an order row and splitted rows, this Setup price was 
suggested on the new row. A program error occurred in the Order List – Sales procedure, list type Only 
total if these splitted order rows were included. 

 JLIN-9MVCDY - Only Blanket orders for the Warehouse they were created in were displayed in the Order 
List – Sales and Order List – Purchase procedures. 

 AFOG-888K2A - The logotype was oval when you made printouts of Transport label (sales) in size Label 
(A5). 

 MARN-9AHANS - A program error occurred in the Price Adjustment procedure when you adjusted 
Customer price and selected on Supplier code/Supplier category. 

 CSIG-9HMCAQ - The error message "Update failed!" was displayed when Cause of shortage should be 
loaded in the Delivery List procedure. 

 JLIN-9MVBC6 - The Register Blanket Order (Sales and Purchase) procedures are independent from 
Warehouse management.  

Inventory 

 LREM-95WEH8 - Account profiles didn’t work for CC/ CU in the Unplanned Stock Movement procedure. 

 FOHN-9Q7BWX - Delivery day is implemented in the Update VMI procedure. 

 FOHN-9Q7GRD - Delivery day is implemented in the Refill List – VMI procedure. 

 JELA-9QDEBU - It wasn’t possible to reset the Search form by using Ctrl + F5 and the Reset Search Form 
button in the Activity Reporting – Part procedure. 

 CSIG-9QJDYC - If you used own nonconformities, the field Type became empty in the Update Product 
Register procedure. 

 KFTM-9PUEX7 - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you updated prices on Parts in the Update 
Part procedure. This error could only occur in systems with adaptation 451. 

 JLIN-8M3A2S - If you created new Parts and used Number series and Prefix to create Part numbers, the 
program could skip a number and use an unnecessarily high Part number. 

 BSAN-965ESL - The Delivery Performance from Supplier procedure didn’t display Confirmed values if 
you selected a Total list type and classified on Actual delivery period. 

 MARN-9JVFLY - Incorrect Causing trans. Type for Sales forecast could sometimes be displayed in the 

Manufacturing Order Suggestion procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9R6K9F - During salary export to Personec L, absence records will be crated for all days in an absence 
period. Previously no absence was registered on Saturdays or Sundays that started or ended a salary 
period. 
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 TBOL-9R9DP5 - Material clearance from the Priority Planning procedure didn’t update the Cleared rows 
automatically. 

 JLIN-9RHGUS - If you saved several times on the same day in the Web – TimeCard, the total of the days 
Flex balance could be incorrect. 

 JLIN-9PBCJ4 - When an employee doesn’t have right to use a certain Recording Terminal, a proper 
information message will be displayed. 

 MWIK-9PBDAQ - If you pressed on the red Close button in the Report comment window when you finish 
work in the Recording Terminal procedure, the program closed down with a program error. 

 JLIN-9PNCYC - Work recordings made before midnight were displayed on Tuesday in the Authorize / 
Adjust Recording procedure, while the work recordings after midnight were displayed on Wednesday’s 
calendar post. Now all work recordings belonging to the night shift will be displayed on Tuesday on the 
Calendar tab. (Please note that Tuesday and Wednesday is used as examples.) 

 JLIN-9QDAJU - Night schedules were incorrectly displayed in the Authorize / Adjust Recording 
procedure. If a recording was made before schedule start, the recordings in the chart in the bottom of the 
procedure were incorrectly displayed. 

 JLIN-9MNJAZ - The Recording List procedure also displayed Machine employee numbers on lists with 
Attendance recordings. 

 JLIN-85TCE2 - If a work was added in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure and the Timing code 
on the Work center was Pre-calculated time, incorrect reported time was registered on the manufacturing 
order. 

 JLIN-8FEAH9 - If ready date was today, it incorrectly was displayed in red in the Recording Terminal 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9FBDLD - The purge in the Recording Terminal procedure could take place when a user was 
recording. 

 JLIN-9HAE8G - If you saved in the Schedule Exceptions procedure and there was an empty row at the 
end of the list, MONITOR could shut down with a program error. 

 JLIN-9K4AFS - The schedule wasn’t changed on the Work recordings when you changed schedule on a 
Recorded day in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure. The schedule was only changed on the 
Attendance recordings. 

Accounting 

 ÖBRN-9QQCA8 - Following news applies to systems used in Poland and Lithuania. Now it’s possible to 
register on account payments in the Register Payments procedure under Accounting | Current 
accounting. By pressing the checkbox "On acct.", the paid amount will be automatically registered as a new 
on account invoice in the accounting. 

 LREM-9QSKVV - You could during certain circumstances import an incorrect Voucher in the Import / 
Export SIE procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9QUBVE - If you used Save as… in the Update Coding Method procedure, the field Other terms 
could disappear. 

 SHYS-9QZGGL - This only applies to systems used in Poland and the Register Payments procedure. 
Sometimes could the Invoice amount in the Paid amount column differ with 0,01 from the Paid amount in 
the columns Debit- and Credit bank. There were however no differences between the Accounts receivables 
and Accounts payables and the General ledger, since the booked amounts matched. 

 SHYS-8RRGQT - The form Project report in the Register Project procedure now will display Responsible 
correctly. Previously was the User name displayed, now is the users full name displayed, normally both 
First name and Last name. 

 KFTM-929HM5 - When you reported activities in the Activity Reporting – Project procedure, the user 
name of the person that made the reporting wasn’t saved. 

 SHYS-9ALK38 - The Period Management procedure always displayed the date interval for Period 1. 
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 KFTM-9QAAQ8 - The window "Incorrect value!" was displayed in you tried to type a long Voucher text in 
the Register Vouchers procedure. 

 KFTM-9PG9CV - The scroll bar in the dropdown menu in the Seller field in the Register Project procedure 
was missing. 

General Settings 

 JELA-9QEKWS - If you pressed the Space bar on the keyboard when you generated forms, a message 
about Lock-up errors was displayed. 

 MSVK-9QZHM5 - Form generating didn’t work for test companies with form sets with number 10 or higher. 

 AFOG-9NRFTU - New example images for Logo and Watermark for Forms will be included in the 
installation. 

 JWEN-95HKDS - Now it’s possible to print the tables in the Product Groups and Discount Categories 
procedures, without first having to select a row in the table. 

 AFOG-9LKH2P - If you change Password on the user ADMIN, you will also have to enter the old Password. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-9RHB5G - If you opened the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure without having any invoices 
to authorize, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

 ÖBRN-9PWBKX - The Reminder window wasn’t automatically closed when you had linked to any of the 
procedures Register Supplier Invoice or Authorize Supplier Invoices. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement EIM. 

 LREM-9KRHJT - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you added a stamp on a scanned invoice 
in EIM, if the invoice already had two stamps with that name. 

Management Accounting 

 ÖBRN-7DQAMB - The subcontract operations could sometimes be incorrectly coded in the Print Log 
Ledger procedure, list type Manufacturing order log. This could occur when a supplier invoice for 
subcontract was deleted. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-99HBUF - A Part in a Configuration in a selection group of the type Optional, was incorrectly 
presented in the cause list in the Remove Part procedure. 

Business Intelligence 

 FOHN-9QYJBW - Now it’s possible to select if Purchase- and Sales data shall be classified against the Parts 
current Product group and Part code in MONITOR BI, or if the information shall be loaded from all logs in 
MONITOR. 

 BKNN-9FNEB6 - Help text in time fields for schedule start for MONITOR BI was displayed at the same time 
and became illegible. 


